ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) are a data structure for representation and manipulation of Boolean functions often applied in VLSI CAD. The choice of the variable ordering largely influences the size of the BDD; its size may vary from linear to exponential. The most successful methods for finding good orderings are based on dynamic variable reordering, i.e. exchanging of neighboring variables. This basic operation has been used in various variants, like sifting and window permutation.
Introduction
Decision Diagrams (DDs) are often used in VLSI CAD systems for efficient representation and manipulation of Boolean functions. The most popular data structure are ordered Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [3, 51. But, as well known BDDs are ver able ordering, i.e. the size of a BDD measured in the numi sensitive to the variber of nodes) may vary from linear to exponential. Finding the optimal variable ordering is an NP-hard problem [2] and the best known algorithm has runtime O(n2 '3") [7] , where n denotes the number of variables. This is the reason why many authors presented heuristics for finding good variable orderin s from circuit descriptions in the last few years (see e.g. [8 fi The most promising methods for BDD minimization are based on Dynamic Variable Ordering (DVO) [9] , i.e. improving graph size using exchanges of neighboring variables. The best results measured in the number of nodes of the resulting BDD were obtained using sifting [14, 131, but unfortunately sifting is very time consuming for large functions. For this, recently in [12] an algorithm has been proposed how to partition the search space to improve sifting runtimes.
But this algorithm is largely dependent on the initial variable ordering. Another approach based on "sampling" has been suggested in [15] , but dependent on the chosen candidates the quality of the result varies widely, i.e. the results can be up to a factor of two worse than "classical" sifting.
In this paper we investigate the use of lower bound techniques during dynamic minimization.
Lower bounds have so far mainly be used in exact BDD minimization [lo, 11, 61 . We first theoretically analyze how lower bounds can be computed for the exchange of variables. Then it is shown how these theoretical results can be used by integrating the techPermission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classmom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. DAC 99, New Orleans, Louisiana Q1999 ACM I-581 13.092-9/99/0006..$5.00 niques in the sifting algorithm [14] . The method has been incorporated in the CUDD package [16] . We give a large set of experimental results to show the quality of our approach. Using lower bounds the number of exchanges can be reduced by more than 50% on average resulting in a speedup of nearly 70%. Furthermore? we study heuristic methods to "finetune" sifting by relaxation of lower bounds. It turns out that the use of lower bounds gives a very robust method to trade off runtime versus quality. The basic operation of dynamic variable ordering is the exchange of adjacent variables [9, 14 The exchange is performed very quickly since only e d ges must be redirected within these levels. Thus, the size is optimized without a complete reconstruction of the BDD. Only local transformations for the two levels are performed. This is due to the observation that BDDs are a canonical form. The exchange of two variable does not change the sub-BDDs of other levels.
Sifting
The sifting algorithm [14] successively considers all variables of a given BDD. When a variable is chosen, the goal is to find the best position of the variable, assuming that the relative order of all other variables remains the same. In a first step, the order in which the variables are considered is determined. This is done by sorting the levels according to their size with largest level first. To find the best position, the variable is moved across the whole BDD. In [14] , this is done in three steps: 1. The variable is exchanged with its successor variable until it is the last variable in the ordering. 2. The variable is exchanged with its predecessor until it is the topmost variable. 3. The variable is moved back to the closest position which has led to the minimal size of the BDD. Some improvements to the original sifting algorithm have already been proposed:
As the size of the BDD can grow much during the movement of one variable, it is possible to set an upper limit to the growth of the BDD. If this limit is exceeded, moving into this direction is aborted. This avoids large intermediate BDDs.
Closest end: The considered variable is not always moved downwards first. Instead it is moved to the closest end and then to the opposite one.
Several other techniques have been proposed, like the use of symmetries and of interaction matrix'
[13]. We make use of these methods in the following without mentioning it further.
3 Lower Bounds on BDD Sizes During sifting we want to stop moving a variable in a direction as early as possible if no further improvement can be obtained. In our approach we make use of an efficient lower bound computation that gives information that further size reduction is not possible. In this section we prove lower bounds and show by examples that they are tight. In the next section we explain how these bounds are incorporated in the sifting algorithm.
If the modification of the variable ordering is not restricted, it is well known that an exponential difference is possible [3] . However, if the kind of modification is restricted in some way (which is the case if used during sifting, since only one variable changes its location), stricter lower bounds can be given.
A very general lower bound technique has been proposed in 141. The lower bound holds if the variables of the upper pait'of the BDD remain unchanged, but the variable order of the lower part can be modified arbitrarily.
If used for exact BDD minimization, significant reductions in runtime are possible [6] . However, if used for sifting, these lower bounds are too general to give good estimates for the size of the resulting BDD. Futhermore, the computation of these lower bounds is much too time consuming, since a traversal of the whole graph is needed.
Bounds for Level Exchanges
In the following, the node increase for the exchange of neighboring levels is examined. In the whole section it is assumed that the function essentially depends on all its variables. All other levels remain unchanged.
Proof:
We consider the four cases: Case 1: 1 5 label'(zi):
By assumption, the function depends on xi, thus there must be at least one node in that ievel. Case 2: label'(z;) 5 2. label(zi):
The inequation holds because each node in level i which depends on ~;+i can lead to at most two nodes. one for each possible value of zi+i. If a node does not depend on zi+i, it-remains unchanged. Case 3: $.label(zi+i) 5 label'(zi+i):
The inequation is simply the inversion of the previous inequation, i.e. exchanging two levels twice leads to the original representation.
Case 4: label'(zi+i) 5 label(z;) + label(z;+i): The inequation holds because the number of cofactors which have to be reoresented in level i cannot be larger than the number of co?actors which are already represemed in levels i and i + 1 fsee 171). Since each node in the BDD represents a cofactor with'r&pect to all variables in the uppe; part, this number cannot change by a local operation.
All results hold for BDDs with and without CEs. This can be checked efficiently using the interaction matrix.
3.2
Lower Bounds for one Variable
In this section we give lower bounds for the BDD size if a single variable is moved in the variable ordering and the relative order of all other variables remains unchanged. A trivial lower bound (also used in [16] ) is the f&owing: Assume variable 2; is in level i. Moving level i down to level j, all nodes which are above level i (i.e. in levels 1,. , i -1) and all nodes below level j (i.e. in levels j + 1, , n) do not change. Furthermore, nodes between these levels for which the variable does not interact with xi do not change. Thus, the sum of these three numbers constitutes a lower bound. But since this technique only sums up the number of nodes which are not affected by moving variable it is often not effective.
To give improved lower bounds, the problem is further divided into two cases, one for the case the variable is moved upwards and one for the other direction.
Let f : B" + B" be a Boolean function represented by a BDD and assume that the initial variable ordering is Furthermore, levels which do not interact with xi can be added to both lower bounds. During sifting, moving a variable zi can be aborted if it canno; improye the best already known BDD size. In other words. if it is known that the BDD size cannot be imnroved by further shifting the variable, this can be stopped. To decide whether an improvement is still possible, the lower bounds given in the previous section are used. For the case of moving a variable zi down, this yields lb(xci) = j,lTtf3-1 G 1 2 label(A) + max(label(zi), 1 + i label(B)), with A := {XC,, . ,zi-i}, B := {~i+r,. ,zn} and Gi denoting the BDD after moving variable zi to position j. If this lower bound is larger than the best previously found BDD size, a movement in that direction cannot lead to a better position for the variable. Analogously the lower bound is computed for moving a variable down. The computation of the lower bound can be done local1 , more efficient than the approach in [6 , "i and by this is much where a traversal of the whole BDD is needed. A sketch of the algorithm for sifting down is given in Figure 2 . In the following this technique is denoted as lower bound s$ting (lb-sifting).
Notice that the quality (measured in number of nodes) of lb-sifting is the same as for "classical" sifting. but due to the lower bounds the computation is speeded-up, since much less exchanges have to be performed. 3, but the straightforward generalization to ; (b 2 2). Obviously, this is not a "real" lower bound, since it overestimates, but by this extension sifting only consideres parts of the search space where large improvements are possible. (In typical BDD applications, like verification, a small improvement in number of nodes is not of much interest.) The i bound is used for moving variables un and down i.e. we do not distingiush between ihese cases. -It turned out in our exnerimznts (see below) that using the $ bound is a good choice for 2 2 b 5 10. 'Within this range, the relaxed lower bound often tremendously speeds up the sifting algorithm without increasing the resulting BDD sizes too much. This heuristic approach of using lower bounds allows the user to trade off runtime versus quality.
Experimental Results
In this section we describe experimental results that have been carried out on a SUN Ultra 1 with 256 MBytes. All times are given in CPU seconds. Our algorithm has been integrated in the CUDD package [16] . In a first series of experiments, we compare the original sifting algorithm 1141 with the lower bound improvement. Results are given in Table 1 . In column circuit the name of the benchmark circuit is given and column in refers to the number of inputs of the circuit. We build the BDD using an initial ordering (given in column in&an. The BDD size after Table 2 . Columns 2-6 and 7-11 give informations about the behavior of the algorithms for resulting BDD size and runtime, respectively. For all experiments 43 circuits have been used and we computed the average (column a~.), maximal (column maz) and minimal (column min) deviation per circuit given in %. rel gives the relative improvement compared to "classical" sifting. To make this data easier readable, we show the overall behavior in a diagram: The runtimes and the final BDD sizes in 1000 nodes for various values of b are given in Figure 3 . It can be seen that for small values of b (e.g. b = lo), the increase in number of nodes is very small, i.e. less than l%, but the gain in runtime is large, i.e. more then a factor of 7 over "classical" sifting. Our results show that relaxed lb-sifting is a very robust method to trade off runtime versus BDD size. 
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In this paper we studied the use of lower bounds during dynamic BDD minimization. It turned out that it is possible to speed up the original algorithm significantly without increasing the final size of the BDD. We proved tight bounds that can be computed efficiently during sifting. If a small increase is allowed, i.e. the lower bounds are relaxed, the algorithm can be further speeded up. 
Experimental
results have shown that an improvement of runtime by nearly 70% becomes possible without making the results worse. Using relaxed lb-sifting the runtime could be further improved by more than a factor of two while increasing the BDD size by less than 1% on average.
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